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Happy New Year!
Pottery is all about space and time.  As we get older we come to know ourselves better.  I am 
very spacial, thus my attraction to form.  I have an extremely limited sense of time.  This has 
caused me hours of recycling of unhandled mugs, and partly explains why you have not 
received a newsletter since November.
Empty Bowls Workbee
There will be a workbee on Saturday (tomorrow!) starting at 10 to make bowls.  Please come if 
you can.  Help will be available for throwing and for handbuilding.  There is talk of selecting a 
weeknight get-together for members who want to get together to work but can't make it on 
weekends.  We'll talk about it at the meeting.
Mini-Workshop
There will be a mini-workshop on making hand built teapots on Saturday, January 11th from 9 to 
noon.  The cost is $10.  This promises to be a lot of fun.  Be prepared to commit at the Monday 
meeting or contact Buff or Barb.
Gas Firing
Lesley and Alan are planning to fire up the gas kiln either on the weekend of January 11th or 
18th.  This will allow time for a follow-up firing in February before the guild show in March.
Being involved in successive firings is how you come to know the beast.  I encourage you to 
participate if you can.
Pottery Classes
Just a reminder that the classes start on January 28th.  Brooke will give us an update at the 
meeting.  When I last heard. She was still short of instructors for glazing.
Clean-up crew
This month Joan B and Alison M are scheduled to clean.
 
January Meeting
The monthly guild meeting will be held at the Art Centre at 7:00pm this coming Monday, January   
6th.  Lesley will be doing the demo/program.  It will pertain to bowls, but the technique remains 
a surprise!
Rainbow Oil
Here is a recipe for the numerically challenged:
4 scoops Gerstley Borate
1 scoop Rutile
1 scoop Nepheline Syenite
2 scoops Copper Carbonate
2 scoops Red Iron Oxide
Some of you enhance the texture of your work by applying iron oxide, Barnard slip, etc 
and sponging it off the raised surfaces.  Rainbow oil is applied in the same way, but 



needs to be used under a glaze.  It will show through your glaze (most?, try oatmeal) 
with tones from metallic to green.
Foil Saggar
A number of years ago the guild held a Saturday mini-workshop on foil saggar firing, 
hosted by Anna Roberts.  I attended but didn't have any pots to fire and can only 
remember seeing elements of shadow and colour imparted to the pots by their 
surrounding flyer newspaper. (Chris Andrews bird was lovely). The low temperature 
firing was done in a bonfire behind our previous home in the Alzheimer's facility.  
Perhaps I should explain to new members that the older members were not released 
from that facility. 
This fall I had the opportunity to participate in another foil saggar firing.  Pots were fired 
to between 1400-1450 Fahrenheit in about 11/2 hours in a raku kiln.  This is what we 
did:
Pots were made with Cone 5 B-mix (because of its fineness. 370 would work).  When 
dry, 2 coats of terra sigillata were applied and burnished (buffed) with plastic painters 
gloves (or plastic bags). I used white terra sig, one with rutile added, and one with black 
stain added (see necks in pics).  The pots were then bisqued to cone 08.  A hotter 
bisque would have reduced the burnished sheen.  I made 4 pots.  On one I applied 
cobalt bisulphate, on another ferric chloride, and on the other 2, potassium dichromate.  
I brushed on 2 layers of each liquid.  Yes, I wore a mask.  Next I crinkled and layed out 
a sheet of foil long enough to wrap around the first pot.  I painted the foil with a whisked 
egg, then sprinkled on pieces of broken eggshell and wrapped the foil around the pot, 
following with a second layer of foil.  On another pot I layed leaves on the egg.  The egg 
holds the shells, leaves, etc in place.  However, on the pot with the ferric chloride I used 
honey for that purpose as apparently egg turns black on that.  However on that pot I 
used eggshell and sprinkled on copper sulphate (Miracle Gro) and sea salt.  When the 
kiln cooled I scrubbed away the foil residue, then applied and buffed Trewax.  
Apparently Minwax tends to yellow with time.


I look forward to reconnecting with you tomorrow and Monday evening.  
Cheers. Christy R.


